
The Pied Piper

17fr Sunday, Year B (multiplication of the loaves and fish)

Perhaps you all remember from childhood the story of the "Pied Piper." The piper freed the
town of Hamlen from the rats which had ovemrn it, only to be denied the promised payment
once the job was done. ln refurn, he "piped awat'' the children of the town, never to be seen
agatn by their own families, although the faint din of their distant laughter was sometimes heard
as a lasting reminder to the greedy townsmen; you have to pay the piper. The moral; they were
willing to sacrifice the future, their own future, for the sake of their own instinct towards self-
preservation and their sense of entitlement. They began as beggars saying, "we'11 do whatever
you ask," and ended in a short lived smugness;'lrhy should we?"

Perhaps the boy in the gospel was tempted towards this same sense of self-preservation; 'Why

should I? Am I to feel guilty because I am the only one in this crowd who had the foresight to
bring food before running off after this man without even knowing how long we'd be gone?
Why should I forfeit my food, especially since what could sustain me alone would be useless
among so many?'

We cannot know if the boy was moved towards such self-preservation, but we leam later in
the Gospel that the rest of the crowd quickly gained a sense of entitlement as Jesus reprimanded
them for continuing to follow Him only because He provided food. "We have found our welfare
king; why work? As long as we follow he should feed us." Yet it is a tendency to which we are
all prone; how quickly we forget that we were once beggars. I can't recall the number of times
that anew face begins to appear in church on a daily basis, and I come to find out that the person
is enduring some type of crisis which has inspired them to re-ignite a long dormant faith, in the
hopes that God will help. Usually, some time later, the person again disappears; the grace
having been received, God is once again forgotten, along with all the promises they surely made
when on their knees begging. Yet, it can be true of each of us.

There is a strange inconsistency that oftentimes takes root in the heart of the Catholic; they go
to Mass faithfully, but once there, want that Mass to end as soon as possible. I often here people
speak, always quite favorably, of the "fifteen minute Masses" they used to attend in the old days.
The typical expectation is that Sunday Mass does not last more than an hour; if it does there is
plenty of restless shuffling, watch checking, and even indignation, as though a waiter in a
restaurant failed to perform his functions in a timely manner. This type of mindset embodies a
dangerous minimalism, as people go from wanting Mass to be as quick as possible to simply
skipping it altogether. Failing to come to Mass manifests a truly breathtaking, incoherent sense
of entitlement; 'oYes, I believe that Jesus had to die for my salvation, but why should I have to
give up an hour on Sunday?"



The saints directed this minimalist attitude towards themselves; they lived off the least
possible sustenance in order to labor as much as possible for the sake of God. We usually do the
reverse; God gets what we imagine to be the minimum, and that grudgingly, so that we can get
back to our own lives and pursuits. This past year most of us started to become experts at cutting
back in order to maximize our financial resources, as even people who have kept their jobs find
themselves preparing for a day when this may not be so. Yet, what would happen if we were
always scheming and plotting to give more to God with the same determination we have when
trying to get a little more for ourselves?

If we fasted from just one meal a week, even if it is only a bagged lunch, we would save
S3.00; the $156.00 we would have saved by year's end would go a long way in Haiti. If we gave
up Jeopardy or something equally useless and prayed a half hour a day instead, over the course
of a lifetime it would make a profound difference. Yet, it is beyond a merely mathematical
proposition; the boy in the Gospel's greatest sacrifice was his self-will.

As we heard today from St. Paul, we should live'kith atl humility and gentleness, with
patience, bearing with one another through love..." In other words, take a backseat to yourself.
I do not always have to have my may, to get in the last word, and to correct every trivial mistake
made by another. I do not have to become flush with indignation when the person in front of me,
knowing fuIl well that I am there, nonetheless lets the door close in my face. If Jesus could be
spat upon and utter no protest, every slight I suffer does not need to be avenged and relived a
hundred times over in mv mind.

If the townsfolk of Hamlen were real, when it was all said and done, would they have said it
was worth it? What possible ratio could they proscribe between the money they kept and the
children they lost? What is the ratio of value between the things we cling to, and all that we
sacrifice by our refusal to let go? So it is with the life of faith; the ratio between grace and nature
is infinite, yet grace builds on nature, and so nature has to come first. ln the Gospel, the boy's
food became as much as was needed; Jesus could have produced it out of thin air, but probably
would not have. The boy had to sacrifice what he had by nature before grace could make
something thousands of times greater out of it.

The same is true of this Mass; soon we will place on this altar bread and wine which, by
natute, is probably worth $1.50. Of course, no ratio can be established between the worth of the
bread and wine in comparison to the Body and Blood they will become, yet the infinite grace
cannot be conferred if the material sacrifice is not made first. This is the same reality in terms of
anything we ofFer. Jesus assured us that even a cup of cold water given in His nnme becomes an
eternal treasure. Perhaps that is why the boy surrendered his food in the first place. Not
knowing that it would in fact feed the entire multitude, and perhaps believing that he would now



go hungry as well, maybe the only reason he gave it to ttre aposfles when they asked if anyone
had food was because he thought it would be given to Jesus that at least He might not go hungry.

Whatever he was thinking, we know what he did and we know the result. Likewise, anything
we offer to Jesus, be it something material, our time, or a sacrifice of our self will * there is
nothing too small to become an eternal treasure. Like the townsfolk of Hamlen, when we refuse
to sacrifice what we have by nature, it is our own future we sacrifice instead.

One final dimension to these considerations; perhaps we have been perplexed, frustrated, or
genuinely hurt when Jesus does not give the grace we seek in prayer. Yet, just as the Pied Piper
was willing to do what only he could do, he expected the townspeople to do what they were able.
Likewise, we have to remember that we come to Jesus as beggars, asking Him to do what only
He can do, as we powerless to bring it about. Perhaps the answer of Jesus is similar; 'Yes, I will
do what only I can do, but you must do what you are able.' Have we done this, or, like the
citizens of Hamlen, do we resent the price of the gift for which we begged? We must look to our
own lives and ask, have I done all that I am able? Have I given as generously to the poor as my
means allow? Do I consistently pray? Have I made a serious effort to reforrn my life? When
we, like the boy in the Gospel, truly give Jesus all that we are able by nature, by His grace He
will give us what only He can.


